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Install reputable antivirus & malware software.
Use network firewalls
Update software regularly
Set strong passwords
Use multi-factor authentication
Employ device encryption
Back-up regularly
Secure your router

The year 2020 will be remembered for the infamous
covid-19 pandemic. Many lives have been lost, and the
entire world disrupted. Social distancing has pushed
many organizations, institutions, and other groupings to
conduct transactions online.The Cyber Space has been
excellently embraced in this 'strange year' much more
than any other year mainly because it has fueled business
continuity despite the consequences of the pandemic.
While the cyber space has salvaged many businesses, it
has also opened up a wider breeding ground for cyber
criminals.Now more than ever good cyber hygiene must
be observed by internet users to ensure that
confidentiality , integrity and availability of information
is maintained & preserved. Here are a few tips;
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In today's digital world, most, if not all information is

stored electronically and accessed through mobile

phones. This makes our lives easier and hence phones

have become part of our lives . Unfortunately this has also

become a target ground for malicious acts and actors.

Despite the high usage of mobile devices , many users are

not keen on practicing good cyber hygiene to ensure that

information stored and shared in and through the phones

is secure.

MOBILE SECURITY THREATS &
PREVENTION
by Chris Losoru

Madware & Spyware - Spyware is classified as a type of malware — malicious software designed to

gain access to or damage your computer, often without your knowledge. Madware is a type of

aggressive advertising that affects smartphones and tablets.

Drive-by downloads - A form of malware typically found on compromised web pages. By simply

"driving by," or visiting the web page, the drive-by download begins to download and is then

installed in the background on the computer or mobile device without alerting the user.

Phishing & Gray ware apps: Phishing apps are designed to look exactly like original legit apps.They

secretly collect data that the user inputs like account numbers, passwords and pins  .Grayware

expose your privacy and sensitive information to threat actors.

COMMON MOBILE SECURITY THREATS:

Browser exploits - They take

advantage of flaws in different

browsers installed in a user's device.

Update your phone software

regularly.

Ecrypt your hotspot from being used

by other devices.

Ensure to use passcode on your

device.Have a strong password to

lock your home screen.

Employ a trusted mobile security

software.

Download apps from official app

store supporting your device's

operating system.

Always read the end-user agreement

before installing an app.

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF FROM
MOBILE SECURITY THREATS



Brand Reputation - Clients are more secure with an organization that secures
information resources.
Persistence protection that follows sensitive data.
More visibility and control over shared data.
Compliance and regulatory requirements - GDPR, ISO/IEC 27001:2013, HIPAA BAA,EU
Model Clause, PCI DSS

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) is the practice of detecting and preventing data breaches,
exfiltration, or unwanted destruction of sensitive data. Data loss prevention software
detects potential data breaches/ data ex-filtration transmissions and prevents them by
monitoring, detecting and blocking sensitive data while in use, in motion, and at rest.

Why do we need DLP?

There are a variety of  DLP software available in the market that include; Symantec DLP,
Mcfee DLP, Spirion, DTB Technologies DLP, Search inform DLP, Digital Gurdian DLP,
Microsoft Azure Information Protection among others.

How?

Classification & Labeling - Data can be classified based on content, context , and source,
either automatically based on defined policies or manually by users.

Protect Data - Documents can be encrypted. Authentication requirements and definitions
of use rights can be added (External drives, mail domains, document processing, expiry)

Monitor & Respond - Users can track activities on shared files and revoke access in cases
of unexpected activity

DATA LOSS PREVENTION
by Isaac Munga



VEHICLE FORENSICS
Vehicle Forensics is a branch of digital forensics relating to recovery of digital evidence or data stored in
vehicle models , networks and messages sent across operating systems. Modern day vehicles are equipped with
a CAN BUS Network  which enables automotive modules to operate on. Messages are broadcasted across the
CAN BUS network and can be recovered under forensically sound conditions. CAN BUS (Controller Area
Network) is a robust vehicle bus standard designed to allow micro controllers and devices to communicate with
each other's applications without a host computer.

Vehicle Forensics involves recovery of forensic data from all vehicle modules such as crash data, historic faults
and errors from all types of vehicles. Recently, car technology has started catching up to he 21st century with
Bluetooth, touch screens e.t.c being the standard technology on new vehicles. Modern vehicles have integrated
electronic systems that generate and store massive amounts of information, which can be used to uncover
critical evidence during an investigation and help determine what happened, where it occurred , and who was
involved.

Identification - The first step of
forensics that involves
recognizing that an  incident
occurred or not.

Preparation - Involves
preparation of tools, techniques,
search warrants, monitoring
authorization and management
support.

Approach Strategy - Formulating
procedures and approach to use
in order to maximize the
collection of untainted evidence
while minimizing the impact to
the victim.

Preservation - Involves the
isolation, securing and preserving
the state of physical and digital
evidence.

Collection - This is to record the
physical science and duplicate
digital evidence using
standardized and acceptable
procedures.

Examination - An in-depth
systematic search of evidence
relating to the suspected crime.
This focuses on identifying and
locating potential evidence.

Analysis - This determines
importance and probative value to
the case of the examined product.

Presentation - Summary and
explanation of conclusion.
Returning Evidence - Physical and
digital properly returned to
proper owner.

FORENSICS
 COMPONENTS

Event Data Recorders (EDR)  - vehicle "black-box"
Telematics/infotainment systems
Dash Cams (Front & Rear) with data storage capability.
Self - driving and Autonomous Vehicle ECUs (electronic control units)
with data storage capability.
Other ECU's that store data in the vehicle.
After-market technology with data storage capability.
Access event logs associated with activity such as door opens, gear
shifts, odometer reads, ignition cycles , speed logs.
Recover location data and navigation information such as track logs,
saved locations, active routes and previous destinations is also a
source of information.
Connected devices via the USB ports, over Bluetooth or wireless
network and all of the data associated with those devices.

SOURCES OF EVIDENCE

WHERE IS THE EVIDENCE FROM VEHICLE
FORENSICS USED?
To provide insight on the sequence of events that took place leading
up to an incident.
Identify patterns of life and unusual events that happened around an
incident.
Determine timelines of activity and establish a chain of significant
events.
Provide historical data to show where a vehicle was at specific times.
Identify areas frequentlyvisited, newlocations travelled, and future
plan.
Determine how long particular locations where visited.
Provide unique identifiers that tie individuals to a specific vehicle.
Identify known associates and establish communication patterns
between them.
Determine who may have been present or aware of key information
during an incident.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

by Ambrose Njeru



"Motor Vehicle Telematics forms the most impact on vehicle related investigations . Telematics is a
combination of the words, "Telecommunications" and "Informatics". Telecommunications involve the
transmission of information physically ( for example, electrical wiring) or wireless (for example, using radio
waves in Wi-Fi or Bluetooth  devices). Informatics relates to the science of processing data for storage and
retrieval.
Motor vehicle Telematics / Infotainment systems have. These systems suck in all types of personal user data
when you have your phone connected on them. The system records the serial number of any device connected
to it (phones, media players, USB drives, SD Cards, etc.) , providing another link between a suspect and their
property. The investigator is able to view track points, track logs, saved locations, previous destinations, and
active / inactive routes.

MOTOR VEHICLE TELEMATICS / INFOTAINMENT SYSTEMS

FUTURE OF VEHICLE FORENSICS ?
The Future is in Machine Learning, the future car could hold the key to faster and more streamlined
investigative processes.
Autonomous or Smart Vehicles - As self-driving and autonomous vehicles gain popularity, theft of these
vehicles by methods such as remote hijacking will likely increase. As vehicle functions become increasingly
digitized, the risk of ransomware type attacks against the vehicle computer system may also become
increasingly common place. Digital evidence of remote hijacking and vehicle related ransomware attacks 
will likely exist in both the vehicle systems and stored remotely in the cloud. Acquisition and analyze of this
data will be important to investigators and to motor vehicle security professionals defending against such
attacks.



WEB APPLICATION SECURITY

Web applications are computer programs that are accessed
over a network such as The Internet or an intranet. Web
applications commonly known as 'websites' are the human
interfaces to online activities (i.e online retail sales, webmail,
social networks) accessed through web browsers such as
internet explorer, firefox and chrome. web applications are
traditionally built to provide value to "well behaved" users. It
is a document cabinet providing all services of a business on
one stop. A business will need a website to provide its
services readily available online on one tab. The types of web
applications is determined by the usage/ focus / objectives
of the business. Some web applications are used to sell other
applications, but with limited capabilities  , for instance, the
amount of information to provide, you cannot fully express
your website in a Facebook page. Consider an online retail
sales web application where a user , via browser
interactions, exchanges data with a web application that is
hosted within the corporation's data center.The connection
between the user and the data center hosted web
application has, by necessity, bypassed all physical security. 
 To compound potential security problems, the web
application servicing the user will often have direct access to
the database containing retail transaction information for all
users of that online sales application. The only safeguard
between the user and the transition database is the web
application. Web application security issues arise when the
web application reacts poorly to unexpected information
requests or specially crafted data from a user with a
malicious intent. A classic example of such a malicious play is
the substitution of database commands when benign data is
expected (SQL injection) - the login password field is often a
target since its corresponding value is stored in the
application's database. If input data is not filtered by the web
application, the user effectively has the power to run their
own 'mini' application via database commands, perhaps with
full access to the entire database, if not the entire internal
network.

Web application testing must cover the whole
range from the supporting components (data
encryption ) to web application software itself,
for instance CMS (content management
system). Over 70% of websites in the market
have not been tested.

"Web application
security issues arise

when the web
application reacts

poorly to unexpected
information requests
or specially crafted

data from a user with a
malicious intent."

TESTING  WEB  SECURITY 

Security Testing Methodologies fall into three
general areas:

Automated Vulnerability Scanning  -
Automated security scanning tools are designed
to stimulate security attacks on targeted web
applications. These scanners run a simulation of
every known Web application attack (updaed
frequently to keep pace with recently
discovered security attack methods) over the
entirety of the web application.)

Manual Testing  - Professional cyber criminals
will often spend hours or days probing a web
application for security flaws. A white hat
equivalent (good guy). will use the same skills
and persistence to identify the same flaws ,
except with the goal of remediating the flaws,
not compromising the data.

Code Reviews - While the majority of security
testing can be done from the browser side
(automated scanning and manual reviews), a
security code review will discover security
issues that manifest themselves only after a web
application has been compromised. It is
impossible to create a secured web application
without including web security testing as part of
the software development life cycle (SDLC).

"A website state of security will
determine the decision to either pull

down the current site and put up
another one"

by Samuel Wambugu



Understand Your application

Consider Vulnerability Critically

Understand types of vulnerabilities : not all vulnerabilities are critical

While security tests pointed out numerous critical
security flaws, the immediate need was to identify
those flaws that might be considered high-risk. 
 These flaws were selected because of the relative
ease of a successful security attack and the
protected' status of the data that would be
compromised.

Repair of high-risk security flaws - Each security
flaw identified in the triage stage above was
remediated to thwart any security attack against
that flaw.

Conduct code reviews - At least two software
developers (skilled in standard and security
development techniques) reviewed the remediated
software to assure the quality of the repair and
verify no additional security flaws had been
introduced.

Retest web application - Automated web application
security scans were rerun and compared to pre -
mediation scans. This retest verified the repair of
the high - risk flaws as well as the fact that no
addition vulnerabilities had been introduced.

Triage Known Critical Flaws



Network Infrastructure
SecurityNetwork Infrastructure Security is a process of

protecting the underlying networking infrastructure by
installing preventative measures to deny unauthorized
access, modification, deletion, and theft of resources
and data.
These security measures can include access control,
application security, firewalls, virtual private networks
(VPN), behavioral analytics, intrusion detection and
prevention systems and wireless security.

Why is Network Infrastructure Security Important?

Systems Availability - A secure infrastructure
guarantees 99.99% of system uptime thus increasing
productivity.

Improved Resource Sharing Saves on Cost - Due to
protection, resources on the network can be utilized by
multiple users without threat, ultimately reducing the
cost of operations.

File Sharing Improves Productivity - Users can
securely share files across the internal network.

Internal Communications are Secure files - Internal
email and chat systems will be protected from prying
eyes.

Compartmentalization and Secure Files  - User files
and data are now protected from each other, compared
with using machines that multiple users share.

 Data Protection - Data back-up to local servers is
simple and secure. protecting vital intellectual property.

by Kelvin Mukabi

Who is Vulnerable?
Financial Institutions
Internet Service Providers
Pharmaceuticals and Hospitals
Government and Defense agencies
Multinational corporations.
Anyone on any network.

Access Control - The prevention of unauthorized users
and devices from accessing the network.
Application Security - Security measures placed on
hardware and software to lock down potential
vulnerabilities. 
Firewalls - Gate keeping devices that can allow or prevent
specific traffic from entering or leaving the network.
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) - VPNs encrypt
connections between endpoints creating a secure "tunnel"
of communication over the internet.
Behavioral Analytics - These tools automatically detect
network activity that deviates from usual activities.
Wireless Security - Wireless networks are less secure
than hardwired networks, and with the proliferation of
new mobile devices and apps, there are ever-increasing
vectors for network infiltration.

A variety of approaches to network infrastructure security
exist, it is best to adhere to multiple approaches to broaden
network defense.

Types of Network Infrastructure
Security

How It Works?

Segment and segregate networks and functions
Limit unnecessary lateral communications
Harden network devices
Secure access to infrastructure devices
Perform out-of-band (OoB) network management
Valiate integrity of hardware and software

Network Infrastructure security requires a holistic
approach of ongoing processes and practices to ensure
that the underlying infrastructure remains protected. The
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
recommends considering several approaches when
addressing what methods to implement.

Common Security Attacks &
corresponding Countermeasures.

Finding a way into the network :- Install Firewalls.
Exploiting Software , bugs, buffer overflows : -
Deploy Intrusion Detection / Prevention Systems.
Denial of service :- Ingress filtering, IDS, IPS
TCP hijacking :- IPsec
Packet sniffing :- Encryption (SSH, SSL, HTTPS)
Social problems :- User Awareness education.
Validate integrity of hardware and software

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.



SIM BOX FRAUD
Subscriber Identity Module Box

Fraud has been recognized by the
telecoms industry as the toughest fraud
problem operators currently face.
Operators spend around $51 million a year
on bypass fraud management solutions,
with operators frequently identifying and
blocking large numbers of SIM Boxes, yet
the problem seems to persist across the
world.

When the SIM box bypass problem was first identified in the late
2000's test call generation was the first detection technique that
proved effective. TCG is all about probability. The more routes and
the more text calls you make, the higher the chances of finding SIM
Boxes. Once you find routes in order to maximize detections as
much as possible. This method worked very successfully for many
years yet in the last two to three years the effectiveness of that
approach has dropped off significantly. One reason being the SIM
boxes have figured out how to avoid detection by test calls by
performing analysis on the voice call traffic coming towar their SIM
boxes. Based on usage patterns and other patterns, they can
determine which calls are real subscriber calls and which are
originating from a test call generation system. Then they can either
block the test calls and prevent them from reaching the SIM Box to
begin with or reroute the calls to a legitimate route in order to
avoid detection. In other cases, fraudsters allocate pools of their
SIM Box cards to be sacrificed by allowing these allocated SIM
cards to be detected in order to make the losing wireless operators
feel like their controls are producing adequate results. This is really
only a diversion. Meanwhile , other undetected SIM cards are
driving the bypass revenue losses.

SIM box fraud, also known as the
interconnect bypass fraud or voice traffic
termination fraud, involves the illegal
setting up of international calls using a
low-cost, prepaid, SIM card, which is part
of a larger fraudulent business known as
GSM termination. It is common knowledge
that international call tariffs are more
expensive than calls from within the
network. A SIM box fraud system enables
fraudsters to earn money based on the
difference between local and international
tariffs. SIM Box fraud occurs when
fraudsters team up with international
entities to route international calls
through a local phone to make it seem as
though the call made, was local. Box
operators are therefore able to bypass
international rates to fraudulently
undercut the prices charged by the Mobile
Network Operators (MNO) and avoid
surtax charged by the government.

What is SIM Box Fraud ?

This fraudulent activity contribute
substantially to aloss of revenue.
Moreover, SIM boxes compromise the
cellular network infrastructure by
overloading local base stations serving
these devices leading to a decline of call
and service quality, which prevents
operators from meeting service level
agreements for mobile hubbing traffic.
There have been no accurate figures
reported for the full extent of SIM Box
Fraud on taxes lost and the adverse effect
on national infrastructure. With the
damage of infrastructure over time ,
everyone is impacted. If one operator is
susceptible to these attacks, other
operators in the country are at risk.
Operators simply do not have enough
expertise on fraud management to
effectively implement a lasting strategy.
Because of this, fraudsters at present, are
succeeding despite operator anti-fraud
efforts, which highlights the greater need
for more national and international 
 regulatory controls.

What are the implications?

DETECTION TECHNIQUES

Test Call Generation (TCG) Systems

Fraud Management Systems (FMS)
Another solution traditionally used to detect SIM boxes is the Fraud
Management System (FMS), an enterprise wide data analysis
platform that works well in detecting many different types of fraud.
In SIM box detection, the FMS uses call Data Records (CDRs) to
create usage-based analysis profiles that detect SIMs being used in
SIM boxes versus those used in legitimate subscriber handsets.
FMS and similar CDR Analysis platforms have been effective in
detecting SIM boxes, but in recent years, fraudsters have figured
out ways to evade usage profile detection. For instance SIM box
manufacturers have developed something called HBS - Human
Behavioral Simulation software that allows the SIM boxer to
simulate the behavior of real mobile subscriber behavior. HBS
techniques involve automating features on the SIM Box such as
SMS messaging, self-calling, and international dialing in order to
frustrate detection algorithms used by FMS and CDR analysis.

By Vincent Musyoka



Unity and Sharing Intelligence

Data Analytics based on Network Protocol Analysis

Concerted Efforts of all Stakeholders

 SIM Box fraudsters shift their traffic to operators with
the weakest anti-fraud detection system, to avoid
detection. In such circumstances, the best form of
prevention is unity. Operators sharing intelligence
systems with each other, can improve and empower their
efforts to build barriers against those who are easily
infiltrating the system. Another beneficial initiative would
be to reward and penalize operators to ensure policy
compliance. Setting high standards and ensuring that
operators maintain those standards would surely reduce
the numbers of global fraudulent activity.

Protocol signaling and systems integration of network
elements within a wireless network is key in
understanding mobile network architectures and
systems. Some companies (solution providers) e.g. LATRO
services Inc.  (Headquartered in Pennsylvania USA) have
developed a technology, that allows them to flag what we
call 'the protocol signatures of SIM box devices vs. the
devices a normal mobile subscriber uses. These are
algorithms that use information available within the
network itself to help detect SIM box fraud. They can
detect SIM boxes on the network at the moment they
connect. So as soon as the SIM box is powered up and the
SIMs are inserted, they can do the detection regardless of
usage analysis and test calls.

The success in thwarting SIM box fraud can only be
achieved largely by the coordinated efforts of
Government Regulators - Telecommunications
Regulatory Commission (CA - Kenya), local law
enforcement, the mobile operators in the respective
jurisdictions.

As per the industry reports, mobile subscriber growth in
Africa is largely driven by the lower call prices and
availability of cheaper handsets. The competition arising
from over-the-top (OTT) providers has put an additional
pricing pressure on telcos, forcing them to design new
bundled offerings encompassing data, voice and SMS.
Such bundles bring much lower per-minute revenue for
the operators as compared to traditional services.
Fraudsters operating the SIM boxes are taking advantage
of this scenario to bypass the formal call termination
systems that fetch higher tariffs to telcos. The calls
routed through the IP networks (VoIP) are terminated
using local SIM gateways, thus compromising the formal
interconnection networks and bringing heavy losses to
the telcos who have invested in building the networks.
Traditionally, African countries are known to have higher
interconnection tariffs compared to other regions, whch
further explains why such frauds are prevailing in Africa.

The recent developments around SIM box fraud have further aggravated the challenges faced by African telcos. With
no scope for regulatory remediation,the only way forward for them is to prevent these attacks using advanced
technologies. Traditional approaches like Call Detail Record analysis are becoming ineffective in dealing with modern
SIM box strategies due to latency and false positives associated with those methods. As the market evolves, operators
are looking toward a unified approach that can help them address the crisis in a much proactive manner. The
developments around machine learning and test call group (TCG) analysis have favored the growth of an integrated
solution that can help telcos combat the fraud in a cost-effective manner. The approach builds the capabilities of the
traditional models but integrates the advancements in artificial intelligence and self-learning rules.

Simbox Fraud in Africa
Over the past few years, Telco's in Africa have been hit by several telecom frauds. SIM box fraud is one of the major
frauds affecting the dynamic telecom market in Africa. The impact is huge in terms of the loss in revenues to Telco's 
 and taxes to the government. It is estimated that Africa loses up to 150 million US dollars every year to
interconnection frauds. Reports suggest that two years back, SIM box fraud brought in losses of 12 to 15 million
minutes' worth of revenue to Kenyan government and operators, and about US $5.8 million to Ghana government. 

The growing sophistication around SIM Box technologies
has made fraud detection difficult using traditional
methodologies. SIM boxes are programmed to mimic the
activities of a normal call user. The equipment can have
SIM cards of different operators installed, so a single SIM
box can operate with several GSM gateways locatedin
different parts of the world. The availability of SIM cards
at cheaper prices and the lack of law enforcement over
the sale of prepaid SIM cards have also favoured the
growth of SIM box fraud, further.

Globally, the difference in approach adopted by different
countries to deal with the fraud makes it difficult for
operators to develop a unified strategy to fight these
frauds. IP interconnection services are treated as legal in
a few countries whereas they are banned in other
countries due to the regulatory issues associated with
such activities. For example, the Ghanian government has
declared SIM boxes illegal and made several arrests in
this regard. However, SIM Boxes are now available in
several open markets including popular e-commerce
platforms for about $1000 per unit. To make the matter
worse, OTT providers like Viber are now explicitily selling
their call termination capabilities to lure roaming
customers to such bypass activities.

Why SIM Box Frauds Target Africa 
Technological advancements 

Lack of a unified strategy

Possible Strategies guard against
SIM Box Fraud

What Now?



Developing Secure Systems
With the increasing demand for developing high-quality and more reliable systems, the process of developing
trustworthy computer software is a challenging one.

Application Security Goals

Confidentiality -  Information is only available
to those who should have access.
Integrity -  Data is known to be correct and
trusted.
Availability -  Information is available for use
by legitimate users when it is needed

Application Security Controls

Identifying threats, risks and compliance drivers faced by this
application.
Identifying appropriate security requirements to address those
threats and risks.
Communicating the security requirements to the appropriate
implementation teams.
Validating that each security requirement has been implemented.
Auditing, if required, to demonstrate compliance with any
applicable policies or regulations.

Regardless of the development methodology used, defining
application security controls beginss in the design stage (or earlier), 
 and continues throughout an application's lifecycle in response to
changing business requirements and ever-evolving threat
environment. The inputs used to identify the necessary  security
requirements should include the secure design principles and
feedback from the established vulnerability management program,
and may also require input from other stakeholders, such as a
compliance team (e.g, if the application must comply with standards
such as HIPAA, PCI, GDPR, etc.) or an operation and deployment
team, because where and how the application is deployed may affect
its security needs. At a high level, the workflow should include:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

"Each Security
requirement

identified should be
tracked through

implementation and
verification. A best

practice is to manage
controls as

structured data in an
application"

Secure Design Principles

Economy of Mechanism: Keep the design of the system as
simple and small as possible.
Fail-safe defaults:  base access decisions on permission (a user
is explicitly allowed access to a resource) rather than exclusion
(a user is explicitly denied access to a resource).
Don't trust services :  Don't make assumptions that can impact
your application's security goals.
Keep security simple: The simpler the design of the security ,
the easier is to understand and implement correctly.
Separation of duties: Roles and permission should not be
combined,

The principles of secure sytem design were first articulated in a
1974 paper by Jerome Saltzer and Michael Schroeder (The
Protection of Information in Computer Systems) The principles
from that paper (and more added to it over the years) that have
proven most important to the designers of modern systems are:

Threat modelling is a security focused design activity and a fundamental practice in the process of building
trusted technology; it has proven to be one of the best "return on investment" activities for identifying and
addressing design flaws before their implementation into code. The greatest benefit from threat modelling is
realized when it is performed early in the development life cycle before code is committed.
Even if that cannot be achieved, threat modelling provides value in mapping out a system to understand and
prioritize its weaknesses.
Downstream activities such as static analysis, security testing

Threat Modelling in Design

By Isaac Kimotho



Establish Coding Standards and Conventions: When technology choices are made it is important to
understand.
Use Current Compiler and Toolchain Versions and Secure Compiler Options: Using the latest versions of
compilers, linkers, interpreters and runtime environment is an important security practice. Commonly,  as
languages evolve over time they incorporate security features, and developers using previous compiler and
toolchain versions cannot make use of these security improvements in their software. For example, memory
corruption issues, including buffer overruns and underruns, remain a common source of serious
vulnerabilities in C and C++ code. To help address these vulnerabilities, it is important to use C and C++
compilers that automatically offer compile-time and run-time defenses.
Handle Data Safely: This is "Security 101": all user-originated input should be treated as untrusted. The origin
of data is often not clearly defined or understood, and applications can consume and process data that
originates from the Internet or other network, through a file, from another application via some form of
inter-process communication or other data channel. For example, in web applications the same user input
data may be handled.

When developers write software, they can make mistakes. Left undetected. these mistakes can lead to
unintentional vulnerabilities that potentially compromise that software or the data it processes. A goal of
developing secure software is to minimize the number of these unintentional code-level security vulnerabilities.
This can be achieved by defining coding standards, selecting the most appropriate (and safe) languages,
frameworks and libraries, ensuring their proper use (especially use of their security feaures), using automated
analysis tools and manually reviewing the code.

An essential component of an SDL program, and typically the first set of activities adopted by an organization
, is some form of security testing. For organization that do not have many security development practices,
security testing is a useful tool to identify existing weaknesses in the product or service and serve as a
compass to guide initial security investments and efforts, or not to use third-party components. For
organizations with mature security practices, security testing is a useful tool both to validate the
effectiveness of those practices, and to catch flaws that were still introduced.
Handle Errors: All applications run into errors at some point. While errors from typical use will be identified
during functional testing, it is almost impossible to anticipate all the ways an attacker may interact with the
application .Given this, a key feature of any application is to handle and react to unanticipated errors in a
controlled and graceful way, and either recover or present an error message.

Secure Coding Practices

Testing and Validation

In Summary

More secure software as security is a continuous concern.
Ensure design requirements are recorded in all levels of architecture diagrams
Consider application design against known security threats.
Design requirements must contain security elements such as authentication , authorization, input validation
, cryptography.

As noted a secure SDLC process ensures that security assurance activities such as penetration testing, code
review, and architecture analysis are integral part of the development effort. Gained advantages of pursuing a
secure SDLC approach are:



There are many different examples of identity theft,
including:
Financial Identity Theft - This is the most common type of
identity theft. Fianancial identity theft exploits seek
economic benefits by using a stolen identity. 
Tax - Related Identity Theft - In this type of exploit, the
criminal files a false tax return with the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) - Kenya Revenue Authority, using a stolen
taxpayer's personal identification number.
Medical Identity Theft - In this type of identity theft, the
thief steals information , including health insurance
member numbers, to receive medical services. The victim's
health insurance provider may get the fraudulent bills,
which will be reflected in the victim's account as services
he received.
Criminal Identity Theft - In this example, a person under
arrest gives stolen identity information to the police.
Criminals sometimes back this up with a fake ID or state -
issued documents containing stolen credentials. If this type
of exploit is successful, the victim is charged instead of the
thief.

Identity theft is the fastest growing crime across the globe for the obvious reason that most of us have made our most
valuable personal information  - name, address, mobile number, email address, credit card number, etc. - available
online and as such, cyber criminals are having an easy time stealing it! Identity theft also known as identity fraud is a
crime in which an imposter obtains key pieces of personally identifiable information (PII), such as National Identity
card, National Hospital Insurance Fund, National Social Security Fund, Driving License, Passport, Birth Certificate,
Mobile numbers, in order to impersonate someone else. The information can be used to obtain credit, merchandise
and services in the name of the victim or to provide the thief with false credentials. In addition to running up debt, in
rare cases, an imposter might provide false identification to police, creating a criminal record or leaving outstanding
arrest warrants for the person whose identity has been stolen.

Identity theft is categorized into two :true name and
account takeover.
True - name identity theft means the thief uses
personal information to open new accounts. The thief
might open new accounts. The thief might open a new
credit card account, establish cellular phone service
or open a new checking account in order to obtain
blank checks.
Account - takeover identity theft is when the
imposter uses personnel information to gain access to
the person's existing accounts. Typically, the thief will
change the mailing address on an account and may
run up a huge bill before the person whose identity
has been stolen realizes there is a problem. The
internet has made it easier for identity thieves to use
the information they have stolen because transactions
can be made without any personal interaction. Refer
to KCB EMV card systems that enables contact-less
transactions.

Identity Theft

Types of Identity Theft Examples of Identity Theft

by Alinory Kwena, CFIP.



Child Identity Theft - In this exploit, a child's social
Security number is misused to apply for government
benefits, opening bank accounts and other services.
Children's information is often sought after by criminals
because the damage may go unnoticed for a long time.
Senior Identity Theft - This type of exploit targets
people over the age of 60. Because senior citizens are
often identity theft targets, it is especially important for
this segment of the evolving methods thieves use to steal
information.
Identity Cloning for Concealment - In this tpe of exploit
, a thief impersonates someone else n order to hide from
law enforcement or creditors. Because this type isn't
explicitly financially motivated, it's harder to track, and
there often isn't a paper trail for law enforcement to
follow.
Synthetic Identity Theft - In this type of exploit, a thief
partially or completely fabricates an identity by
combining different pieces of PII from different sources.
For example , the thief may combine one stolen social
security number with an unrelated birth date. Usually,
this type of theft is difficult to track because the
activities of the thief are recorded files that do not
belong to a real person.

Although an identity thief might hack into a database to
obtain personal information, experts say it's more likely the
thief will obtain information by using social engineering
techniques, including the following:
Dumpster Diving - Retrieving personal paperwork and
discarded mail from trash dumpsters is one of the easiest
ways for an identity thief to get information. Recipients of
preapproved credit card applications often discard them
without shredding them first, which greatly increases the risk
of credit card theft.
Mail Theft - This is stealing credit card bills and junk mail
directly from a victim's mailbox or from public mailboxes on
the street.
Shoulder Surfing - This is standing next to victim's in a publuc
venue , such as the banking halls , and spying on them as they
fill out personal information on a form, enter a passcode on a
keyboard or provide a credit card number over the telephone.
Phishing - This involves using email to trick people into
offering up their personal information. Phishing emails may
contain attachments bearing malware designed to steal
personal data or inks to fraudulent websites where people are
prompted to enter their information.

Victims notice withdrawals from their bank account
that weren't made by them.
Victims don't receive bills or other important pieces
of mail containing sensitive information.
Victim's find false accounts and charges on their
credit report.
Victims are rejected from a health plan because
their medical records reflect a condition they don't
have.
Victims receive an IRS notification that another tax
return was filed under their name.
Victims are notified of a data breach at a company
that stores their personal information.

In 2017, major credit bureau Equifax announced a data
breach that exposed 147 million people's data. A
settlement of $425 million was agreed upon to help the
victims affected. However, it was still regarded by some
as the most significant instance of identity theft in
recent history because of the large - scale damages and
the significance of the breached organization. This
breach occured likely due to  a number of security
lapses brought on by Equifax. This happening increased
the likelihood of an individual's Payment Protection
Insurance (PPI) in the United States to be available to
steal. Some to be available to steal. Some warning signs
of being an identity theft victim include:

Identity Theft Techniques

How can you tell your identity 
has been stolen ?



Destroy unsolicited credit applications.
Watch out for unauthorized transactions on account
statements;
Avoid carrying Social Security cards or numbers around.
Avoid giving out personal information in response to
social media platforms, unsolicited emails; and 
Shred discarded financial documents.

In addition to the immediate impact of losing money and
running up debt, individual victims of identity theft can incur
severe intangible costs, including damage to their reputation
and credit report, which can prevent them from getting
credit or even finding a job. depending on the circumstances,
identity theft can take years to recover from. To prevent
identity theft, experts recommend that individuals regularly
check credit reports with major credit bureaus, pay attention
to billing cycles and follow up with creditors if bills do not
arrive on time.
Additionally, people should:

It's rare that those guilty of identity theft
avoid jail time, but in certain first offense
scenarios, thieves may be sentenced to
probation if they didn't cause significant
harm. Those on probation will still likely be
responsible for fines and restitution.
Being issued for both felony and misdemeanor
charges is the most common consequence for
perpetrators.
The thief may be required to compensate the
victim for financial losses, which can include
lost wages, legal fees and even costs related
to emotional distress.
Perpetrators of identity theft in the United
States are often sent to prison , with the
minimum sentence being two years for
aggravated identity theft. This penalty
increases with case severity.

Different governments all respond to identity
theft crimes differently. In Kenya, Civils
Procedure Act, Cap 21 Laws of Kenya, Central
Depositories Act (CDA) 2000, The Computer
Misuse and Cybercrimes Act, 2018, in the United
States, two of the laws that largely define the
legal proceedings around identity theft are the
Identity Theft and Assumption Deterence Act of
1998 and the Identity Theft Penalty Enhancement
Act of 2004. The Identity Theft and Assumption
Detterence Act of 1998 prohibits "Knowingly
transferring or using a means of identification
with the intent to commit, aid or abet any
unlawful activity that constitutes a felony under
any applicable state or local law". This act also
increased sentence lengths by varying degrees
for both general and terrorism - related offences
and established penalties for aggravated identity
theft. Aggravated identity theft refers to the use
of another person's identity to commit felonies.
Penalties for identity theft are wide - ranging and
relatively severe. They vary based on offense.
Some penalties for identity theft include the
following:

Case reference
http://Kenyanlaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/1221
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IDepending on the type of information stolen,
victims should immediately contact the
appropriate organization - the bank, credit card
company, health insurance provider or the IRS -
and inform it of the situation. Victims should
request to have their account frozen or closed to
prevent further charges, claims or actions taken
by imposters. In Kenya, identity theft victims
should file a complaint with the National Police
Service at the nearest Police station/post and
iform Bank Fraud Investigations Unit (BFIU) in
order to have a fraud alert or security freeze
placed on their credit records.

IDepending on the type of information stolen, victims
should immediately contact the appropriate organization -
the bank, credit card company, health insurance provider
or the IRS - and inform it of the situation. Victims should
request to have their account frozen or closed to prevent
further charges, claims or actions taken by imposters. In
Kenya, identity theft victims should file a complaint with
the National Police Service at the nearest Police
station/post and iform Bank Fraud Investigations Unit
(BFIU) in order to have a fraud alert or security freeze
placed on their credit records.

lost wages
child care costs
credit monitoring services
legal fees
copies of credit reports

Having identity theft insurance can help identity theft
victims expidite the slow and costly
recovery process. Identity theft insurance usually only covers
recovery costs and does not
cover the damages caused directly by the theft. Depending on
the policy, expenses that are
covered may include the following:

Impact & Prevention  of
Identity Theft

Identity Theft Recovery

Identity Theft Laws & Penalties

Identity Theft Insurance



But here’s the key: Identity theft is preventable. You just need
some knowledge,

We all have lax security practices that put us at risk, many of
which seem innocuous

 Sharing too much personal information online and on social
media, for example. 
 Even if our profiles are private and our accounts password-
protected, this doesn’t stop someone who really wants your
information from gaining access and putting together

Avoid connecting to banking apps on an unsecured Wi-Fi.
Online scammers are also becoming more sophisticated, so
even if you think you can spot a fake website or a phishing
email, you can still be a victim.
 Stop recycling basic passwords such as “password” or “1234”
between multiple accounts.
 Avoid throwing sensitive mail in the trash rather than
shredding it.

The one bit of good news is that consumers and businesses have
taken up the fight
against identity theft and are winning some of the battles … but
there is a long way to go.

         planning, awareness and vigilance.

or make us think, ‘This will never happen to me,’

        all the pieces to create a comprehensive profile.

Businesses – 907 breaches affecting 182 million
people
Educational – 128 breaches affecting 1.4 million
people
 Medical/Healthcare – 386 breaches affecting 5.3
million people
Government/Military – 78 breaches affecting 5.9
million people
Banking/Credit/Financial – 136 breaches
affecting 3.3 million people
One source that isn’t listed — Family and Friends
— has become a category unto itself.
According to Javelin Strategy and Research data,
nearly 550,000 identity theft victims in
2017 had information compromised by someone
they knew.

Identity theft has increasingly become an online
problem. The Identity Theft Resource Center
(ITRC), which began collecting data in 2005, lists the
primary sources of online breaches into
five major categories;
Here are the stats for those categories in 2017:

Hacking, skimming and phishing information off the internet — 37%
Unauthorized Access – 29.6%
Employee Error/Negligence — 12.4%
Accidental Email/Internet Exposure — 10.1%
Insider Theft — 3.5%
Physical Theft — 5.3%
Subcontractor/Third Party — 7.0%
Data on the Move - 2.5%

How do you prevent your sensitive personal data from being
used in identity theft?

Identity theft facts

The ITRC identified the following as the
most common identity theft methods in
the first three quarters of 2018;



Mail User Agent (MUA)  - Client application
running on your computer that is used to send and
receive mail. Examples include Apple Mail,
Microsoft Outlook, and Mozilla Thunderbird.
Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) - Accepts messages
from a sender and routes them along to their
destinations. Examples include sendmail, Postfix,
and Microsoft Exchange.
Sender Policy Framework (SPF) - Defines a
mechanism by which an organization can specify
server(s) that are allowed to send email on behalf of
that domain. If an email fails an spf check, it can be
an easy mechanism we can use to detect spam.
Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) - Provides
cryptographic Method of verifying a received email
actually originated from the sending domain. We
can use this to detect forged senders and spam.

In an e-mail, the body (content text) is always preceded by header lines that identify particular routing information of
the message, including the sender, recipient, date and subject.  Some headers are mandatory, such as the FROM, TO
and DATE headers. Others are optional, but very commonly used, such as SUBJECT and CC.  Other headers include
the 
sending time stamps and the receiving time stamps of all mail transfer agents that have received and sent the
message.  In other words, any time a message is transferred from one user to another (i.e. when it is sent or
forwarded), the message is date/time stamped by a mail transfer agent (MTA) - a computer program or software
agent that facilitates the transfer of email message from one computer to another.  This date/time stamp, like FROM,
TO, and SUBJECT, becomes one of the many headers that precede the body of an email.

Electronic Mail Headers
by Basil Onditi 

What are they?

Email Flow

Sender Policy Framework(SPF)
The Sender Policy Framework (SPF), is a technical standard and email authentication technique that helps protect
email senders and recipients from spam, spoofing, and phishing.
Specifically, it defines a way to validate an email message was sent from an authorized mail server in order to detect
forgery and to prevent  spam. It was designed to supplement SMTP, the basic protocol used to send email, because
SMTP does not itself include any authentication mechanisms.SPF establishes a method for receiving mail servers to
verify that incoming email from a domain was sent from a host authorized by that domain’s administrators. It
piggybacks on the well-established Domain 
Name System (DNS).

How SPF works.



Email Header Sample

Domain-Based Message Authentication (DMARC)



MEMBERSHIP DETAILS:
1. Special Membership
Eligible to those with Diploma and above
in ICT related field, Computer science,
law and investigation.
These members have voting rights.

2. Honorary Membership
Eligible to distinguished persons
in the field of cyber security and cyber
forensics. Also awarded on merit to
those who have rendered valuable
services to the Association.

3. Corporate/ Associate membership
Eligible to Corporates Associations and
other relevant bodies in cyber security
and cyber forensics.

4. Student membership
Eligible to students taking Diploma
and above in the field enumerated under
special membership above.

ABOUT US
Kenya Cyber Security and Forensics Association (KCSFA)
is a legally registered association No. SOC/70826 under
Societies Rules, 1968. We are approved by the
Communication Authority of Kenya and members of
National KE-CIRT. 
Our aim is to promote confidence and security in cyber
space.

Vision
To be the preferred association for

the
professionals in cyber security and

digital forensics in Africa and
beyond

Mission
To promote and protect the welfare

of cyber forensics and cyber security
professionals.



OUR OBJECTIVES
1. To arrange, promote, train and facilitate discussions on Cyber Security and Digital Forensics
in the form of seminars, workshops, conferences and educational programs or any other
method the association may find suitable.

2. To promote and expand knowledge and skills of its members in the fields cyber security
and digital forensics;

3. To champion establishment of sound policies, regulations and legislation on cyber security
and cyber forensics.

4. To promote inter-professional collaboration with other professional bodies within and without
the country on cyber security and cyber forensics.

5. To promote and protect the welfare and interests of the cyber security and cyber forensics
professionals.

6. To conduct cyber security and forensics awareness campaign and capacity building amongst
the three arms of government, including county governments.

7. To encourage and assist publications by its members in reputable journals, periodicals and other
credible platforms.

8. Encourage members to initiate research works that are geared towards the development
of cyber security and cyber forensics in Kenya and beyond.

8. To apply any gainful proceeds of the association on members driven initiatives based on merit
and compelling needs.
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       http://www.kcsfa.co.ke
       @kcsfa
       blog.kcsfa.co.ke
       @k_c_s_f_a
       @kcsfa
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